
ATOMIC AQUATICS SUBFRAME MASK

€139,00

SUBFRAME - THE STRONGEST AND MOST

INDESTRUCTIBLE TWO-WINDOW MASK EVER

The Atomic Aquatics SubFrame Mask is so
durable, it carries a Lifetime warranty
against frame breakage. The strength comes
from the internal frame (subframe) molded
directly beneath the surface of the silicone
rubber skirt (patent pending).

SKU: A04-0136-00
Category: Duikbril
Tag: Atomic Aquatics

GALLERY IMAGES

https://www.abcdiveshop.nl/product-categorie/duikbril-snorkel/duikbril/
https://www.abcdiveshop.nl/product-tag/atomic-aquatics/


PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

SUBFRAME - THE STRONGEST AND MOST INDESTRUCTIBLE TWO-WINDOW MASK EVER

The Atomic Aquatics SubFrame Mask is so durable, it carries a Lifetime warranty against frame breakage.
The strength comes from the internal frame (subframe) molded directly beneath the surface of the silicone
rubber skirt (patent pending).



Subframe masks are available in Regular, Medium Fit (for narrower faces), and Slim Fit. Our Slim Fit design
features a smaller, higher nose pocket and a narrower nose bridge to accommodate geometry common to
Asian facial profiles.

The Atomic Aquatics SubFrame Mask is so durable, it carries a Lifetime warranty against frame breakage.
The strength comes from the internal frame (subframe) molded directly beneath the surface of the silicone
rubber skirt (patent pending). This subframe provides incredible strength and rigidity as well as eliminating
the bulky external plastic frame in other masks. A stainless steel retainer locks the lenses in place and
provides added strength to the nose bridge area of the mask. A wide field of view and great fit completes
the combination of function, style and durability. (US Patent #7,181,778)

ULTRACLEAR LENSES

Both the Atomic Frameless and SubFrame models offer a new standard feature never seen or “seen
through” before in a diving mask. We call them UltraClear lenses.

What makes UltraClear special? Did you ever notice that normal dive mask lenses have a green tint to the
glass? To see this tint, put your existing mask up to a piece of white paper and see for yourself. The green
tint you see is the result of iron impurities left over in lower quality “float” or window type glass. That
green tint distorts true colors and blocks out some of the light that reaches the eye.

UltraClear is a new and exciting optical quality glass with exceptional clarity and high light transmission,
with no color distortion. The exceptionally high light transmittance and lack of distortion in the UltraClear
lens maximizes the light available for improved visual acuity, especially underwater in low light conditions.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Color Black/Aqua, Black/Black, Black/Red, Black/Royal Blue, Black/Pink,
Black/Purple, Black/Yellow

Size Standard fit, Medium fit



YOU MAY ALSO LIKE…

Atomic Aquatics
SV2 Snorkel

https://www.abcdiveshop.nl/product/atomic-aquatics-sv2-snorkel/
https://www.abcdiveshop.nl/product/atomic-aquatics-sv2-snorkel/
https://www.abcdiveshop.nl/product/atomic-aquatics-sv2-snorkel/

